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THE INTERACTION OF REDUPLICATION AND PHONOWGY 
. IN KANKANAEY1 

1. INTRODUCTION 

LAWRENCE ALLEN 
Summer Institute of Linguistics 

Structural linguists have traditionally analyzed language in terms of distinct compo
nents or levels, generally described as phonology, morphology,:and syntax, which operate 
somewhat independently of each other. Within this framework, reduplication has been 
categorized as a morphological or grammatical process (Sapir 1921), having no interac
tion with the phonological component. 

Generative linguists have maintained the distinction between syntax and phonology, 
regarding syntactic rules as providing the input to phonological rules and therefore neces
sarily preceding them. The role of tnorphological rules, including reduplication, is not so 
clear, but they have been regarded as applying to the output of syntactic rules in order 
to spell out the exact underlying representation upon which the phonological rules will 
operate. 

There seems to be evidence, however, that some morphological processes can apply 
following phonological rules. Aronoff (1976), for example, distinguishes reduplication 
rules from other word formation rules in that they can apply either before the phonolo
gy, before word-level rules, or after the phonology. He is careful to point out, however, 
that reduplication rules do not interact with the rules of the phonology in the same sense 
as ordinary phonological rules, but occur only at the clearly defined breaks in the phono
logy as specified above. 

My object in this paper is to demonstrate that Kankanaey has two types of redupli
cation with respect to ordering, one which precedes the phonological rules and one which 
follows. These two types of reduplication will be characterized as morpheme-level and 
word-level processes respectively. 

Before proceeding to the discussion of reduplicated forms, it will be necessary to 
describe some of the phonological rules2 that apply to unreduplicated forms in the lan
guage, because as Wilbur (1973) notes, the analysis of reduplicated forms should be in 
keeping with the analysis of the rest of the language . 

2. THE PHONOLOGY OF UNREDUPLICATED FORMS 

2.1. PRELIMINARIES 
Kankanaey has two syllable patterns, CV and CVC. Distribution of segments with

in the syllable has the following restrictions: In unaffixed roots, glottal never occuis 
syllable-final; neither do the glides w and y when preceded by the vowels o and ires· 

1Kankanaey is a Nuclear Cordilleran language of Central Luzon spoken by approximately 
100,000 people. The data upon which this paper is based were gathered in Kibungan, Benguet 
Province, during the author's intermittent periods of residence there from 1974 to 1978. 

2 
An earlier description of Kankanaey phonology may be found in Allen (1977). A number 

of rules described there have been omitted or simplified to exclude details irrelevant to the present 
discussion, and the rule ordering has been modified so as to obviate th«i need for the cyclical 
application of rules proposed in the earlier analysis. Gratitude is extended to Austin Hale and 
Greg Thomson for their helpful suggestions on an earlier draft of this paper. 
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pectively. For purposes of this paper, we will assume that the glottal in glottal·initill 
roots is underlying. We will also assume that one syllable of every root bu underlying 
primary stress, but that stress placement is not predictable by rule.3 

All Kankanaey examples are written phonemically with the exception of the high 
central vowel /ti, which is symbolized as e. 1be phonemes of Kankanaey and their featun 
values are given in Appendix I. Feature spe~Jications are intentionally redundant to ·usiit 
the reader in interpreting the rules given in the body of the paper. Boundary symbols 
used in the rules are as follows: syllable($), morpheme(+), word<#). 

2.2. STRESS SHIFT 

Inherent root stress shifts one syllable to the right upon suffixation of roots whQle . . , 
canonical fonn is other than CV(C) or CVCCV. With roots of canonical form cvccvc, 
such stress shift occu11 only when the final vowel of the root is e. The first three exam· 
ples below illustrate the syllable patterns in which stress shift does not occur. The remain· 
ing examples give an indication of the wide tange of syllable structures in which it does 
occur. 

Root 
dan 
kibtot 
pok?l 
padsek 
silpo 
Jampaso 
kontala 
liko 
?olnos 
kaloskos 
kalopti 
saliw?a 
palsf?it 
yamoyam 
sakobo 
?edep 
pela 
kalim?oyot 

+-en or-an 
danen 
ktbtoten 

I 
pok? 1? an 
padsekan 
silp6? an 
1ampas6? an 
kontalla?en 
lako?an 
?olnosen 
kaloskosen 
kalopti?en 
saliw?a?en 
palsi?itan 
yammoyamen 
sakkobO?an 
?edpen 
pella?en 
kalim?oy otan 

2.3. GLOTTAL EPENTHESIS 

'/J -+ ? I V+ - [ ~uffix J 

Gloss 
'walk' 
'startle' 
'push apart' 
'insert in the ground' 
'connect' 
'husk the floor' 
'oppose' 
'buy' 
'arrange' 
'wash downhill' 
'roll up' 
'divert' 
'shoot with a slingshot' 
'smooth over' 
'cover' 
'extinguish' 
'wean' 
'grow over another plant' 

Upon suffixation of vowel-final roots, glottal is inserted between the fmal vowel of the 
root and the suffix vowel, thus blocking the fonnation of vowel clusteIS in confonnity to 
syllable structure conditions. 

Root + - en or --an 
mekmek mekmeken 
?6pop 
pok?a 
komto 

?op open 
pok?a?en 
komto?an 

Gloss 
'crumble' 
'cover an opening' 
'remove from near suiface' 
'cut off top of bush' 

3For evidence supporting these assumptions, see Allen (1975). 
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2.4. NASAL ASSIMILATION 

[:::]- [
acor] /_+ 
abk 

[ + cor] 

[

-low] -son 
acor 
abk 

[+~n] 
When a prefix ending in a velar nasal is affixed to a root with initial nonglottal stop or 
si'bilant, the velar nasal assimilates in point of articulation to the initial consonant of the 
root. When the initial root consonant is a sonorant, the prefix nasal 'as.mnilates' to the 
coronal point of articulation.4 Note that if the initial consonant of the root is glottal, 
no assimilation occurs. 

The somewhat unusual assimilation of a velar nasal to the alveolar point of arti
culation preceding sonorants might lead us to question whether the final nasal of the 
prefix is really a velar underlyingly. For example, we might postulate a rule which subs
titutes the subject focus prefix man- in place of the nominalizing prefix ma11- when
ever it occurs with sonorant-initial roots. This is essentially the analysis adopted by 
Gie~r and Reid in their respective analyses of Kalinga and Bontoc morphophonemics. 
Such an analysis, however, could be objected to on the grounds that syntactic rules 
precede phonological rules, and therefore, a syntactic entity, such as a verb focus affix, 
cannot be blocked by a phonological feature such as {+sonorant]. 

TI1ere is also at least suggestive evidenc.e that in Kankanaey, the prefix ma'}
does indeed occur before sonorants. In the closely related dialect spoken in the town 
of Sagada to the north, the prefixes men- and ma11" occur in the same grammatical 
environments as their Kankanaey counterparts, man- and ma71-, but the nasal assimilatidn 
and initial consonant deletion rules (see 2.5) are not operative, with the result that Kan
kanaey forms such as manotok 'one who appoints', mam4dalj 'one who helps', and 
manolot 'one who follows' are paralleled in Sagada by ma1jd6tok, marfb4da,,, and marp?
lot. With sonorant-initial roots such as lipat 'betray', laytid 'like, love' , and nemnem 
'think', the Kankanaey nominalized fonns, manl(pot, manlaytfd, .and mannemnem, have 
as Sagada counterparts the forms m111Jlfpat, ma1jlay<ld, and ma7nemnem, an occurrence 
which would be highly unlikely if the underlying affix were man- rather than ma.,, .. 

2.6. INITIAL CONSONANT DELETION 

[ - son j- <j) I [::1 
f+ nas 1 
1-bk 
Lderived 

+ 

j 

The initial nonsonorant consonant of a root is deleted when preceded by a prefix with 
a final velar nasal or derived nonvelar nasal. This rule clearly operates on the output of 

4Strictly speaking, this latter part of the rule does not describe a process of assimilation, as no 
feature of the affected segment becomes identical to a corresponding feature in the environment part 
of the rule. There would thus be good grounds for considering this a separate rule. I have chosen not 
to do so, · however, for purposes of convenience and because similar assimilation rules in other 
Philippine languages have generally been described as single processes. 
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the nasal assimilation rule above, as that rule is the on)y one which derives nonvelar 
nasaJs. It is necessary to specify that the [-back] nasals are derived, because initial conso
nants do not delete in roots prefixed by man- or pan·, affixes whose final nasal is under
lying. The following examples illustrate the combined output of rules 2.4 and 2.5. 

Root + mart Gloss 

? obad ma~6bad 'untie' 
km ntal)fu 'eat' 
bidldl] mamidkit) 'pick up something light' 
dep8p manpap 'catch' 
s4do~ ntlMdol] 'dance (women)' 
Jayid manlayid 'like, love' 
wanes manwanes 'put a loincloth on someone' 
yamyim manyamyam 'scold' 
megmeg manmegmeg 'feed chickens or ducks' 
nlgay mannigay 'fish' 
ipt18t manl]alit 'converse' 

A possible alternative to this appeal to a global rule might be to consider rules 2.4 
and 2.5 a single rule. This could be done by using a transformational notation as below. 

[::] c 
~ + -low 

-son 
acor 

[::] abk 

abk 

[+~on] r+nas] [ C l +cor ++son 

[+~owl [
+ nas] 
+bk . 

This type of notation captures the three types of nasal assimilation that occur, depending 
on the follo_wing consonant, while at the same time predicting whether or not that 
following consonant will delete. Such a notation, however, seems to be intuitively in
correct, because it claims that the assimilation and deletion processes occur simulta
neously. It would seem more logical to claim that the root-initial consonant does not 
delete until the nasal has had a chance to assimilate to its point of articulation. 

2.6. SYNCOPE 0F INITIAL ROOT VOWEL 

30 

[ 
v J +hi 

+cent 
·stress . 

[ 
v 1 +hi 

- cent 
·stress 

I [ V 1 (C) where V is the 
x 

vowel of an infix 

or prefix. 
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With infixed or prefixed CVcV{C) roots in which no co1110nant cluster precedes the 
initial root vowel,S that vowel syncopates as follows: High central vowels syncogate 
before any vowel; high noncentral vowels syncopate only before noncential vowela. 
The fonns given below illustrate the application of both syncope of V 1 and syncope 
ofV2. 

Root Prefixed Infixed Sufiixed Combination Gloss 

ked69 mak~q kom~q6 kedqen kakdeqin 'finish' 
?edU ? id? is ?omdU ? eddasin ? indasin 'attain' 
telik man1ik tinlik tellik6n ---- 'rui1 off w/ Wife' 
tal~ ?itt~ tommaMk talk en pana1kin 'trust' 
sagik massagik sinnagik saggaken ---- 'step into mud' 
kastn ? ikkastn kinnasin .kassinen ---- 'separate' 
tak6m ?ittak6m tinnak6m takkomen ----- 'encompass' 
pitik mappitik pommitik pittaken panpittakm 'split' 
liq& ? illiq& lommiq6b liq bin maliqbin 'hide' 
pisit map sit pinslt pist6n ----- 'squash' 
so kit ? issokit ----- sokkatin sinokkatin 'change' 
top1g ? itp1g tompig toppig6n panpigin 'throw' 
pon6 mapn6 pomn6 pon?6n ----- 'fill' 

2.7. SVCOPE OF FINAL ROOT VOWEL 

[:v::.,]. 
- Strei$ ~ </> I c [ v] c - CC)+(C)v 

[ ~!.] 
- stress [

v ] -bk 
- cent 

[ 
+~k ] 
- stress 

[-~nt] 
Upon suffixation of any CVcV(C) root {and subsequent stress shift), the final vowel 
of the root syncopates as follows: High central voweb syncopate following any vowel, 
front vowels syncopate following front vowels, and back vowels syncopate following 
noncentral vowels. 

This rule could almost be stated as the mirror image of the V syncope rule, except 
that the earlier rule predicted that initial vowel i would syncopa\; when followed by 

-
S According to this condition on. consonant clusters, syncope occun with eve- p:rofixei olJJy 

in the ·case of ~- and then only after the initial consonant deletion rule (2.S) JW appllecl. lflt were 
to occur with other eve- prefixes, an unallowable thre&COnsonant cluster would remit. 

6 An alternative spelling for this form ls kemdl!J- See abo Table 3, #ll. The Idle accountiq 
for vowel harmony of this type is given below: 

a) o -+ e I C + - { + nas ] + e 

b) o -+ e I C + - [ + nas ] + Ce 
opt 

This rule ls abo bled by syncope of V 1• 
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o, whereas the paradigm of 'throw' shows that final vowel i does not syncopate when 
preceded by o. This difficulty could be overcome by modifying the V/ syncope rule 
to state that high central vowels syncopate before any vowel, high fron vowels before 
front vowels, and high back vowels before noncentral vowels. We would be justified 
in making such a modification, because thi.':re are no actual examples of initial i syncopa
ting in a root with following o. I merely inferred it in order to capture the generalization 
for V 1 syncope that high noncentral vowels syncopate when followed by noncentral 
vowels. Perhaps Tables 1 and 2 will assist in visualizing the similarities between the two 
syncope rules. 

V2 V1 

a e i 0 a e •i 0 Key to Tables l and 2: . 
a • • • • a • • • • • = no syncope occurs 
e x x x e x x x 
i • • x i • • x • X = syncope occurs 

0 • • x x 0 • x blank = no examples 

Table 1. V 1 syncope Table 2. V 2 syncope 

There would be a real advantage in collapsing the two rules into some sort of mirror 
image rule, because such a rule would recognize the two syncopes as a sing)e related 
process rather than two separate .rules which are coincidentally almost identical. lhe 
rule would then have to be specified as left to right iterative to account for forms such as 
kakdelJlln (root kedi1J ), in which both root vowels meet the structural description of the 
syncope rule after the application of stress shift. 

In spite of the advantages I can see in collapsing the two syncope rules into one, I 
find myself at a loss in trying to come up with an adequate formalism or even stating the 
combined rule in prose, so I will continue to treat them as separate rules. Syncope ofV 1 
will then, of course, have to be ordered before syncope of V 2 in order to account for 
forms such as kakde'J'n. 
2.8. GEMINATION 

¢ ._. ex /.#Y . . . vex _veV. .. Z# where #Y . . . Z# is a word consisting of 
two or more morphemes. Upon affixation or reduplicating of a root, the initial consonant 
of the . prestress syllable geminates if the stressed syllable is preceded by at least two 
open syllables. Gemination does not occur in words of one morpheme (unaffixed roots), 
as is evidenced by forms such as ? alig61'}g01) 'to crowd around' and ? asikdso 'to look 
after' , where in both cases the stressed syllable is preceded by two open syllables, yet 
gemination fails to occur. When the first form is suffixed, stress shift occurs, bringing 
a closed syllable into the prestress position, so gemination still cannot occur - ? aligory
g6'J'ln. In the case of the second form, however, suffixation and stress shift do not 
change the prestre~ syllable pattern, so gemination occurs - ? akikaso? en. Additional 
examples of gemination may be noted in the examples given for stress shift and syncope 
(2.2, 2.6). 

2.9.GLOTTAL METATHESIS 

f : lowJ[ ~low] ~ 2 1 
1 2 

Glottal metathesizes with a following nonglottal consonant. It should be noted that in 
unreduplicated forms, such a sequence never occurs underlyingly, but is derived from the 
operation of the V 1 syncope rule. 
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ma- + ? edep ~ 
? i- + ? emes ~ 

3. RULE INTERACTION 

ma? dep ' 
?i? mes ' 

mad? ep 
? im? es 

'be extinguished• 
'use for bathing' 

Generally spea.king, the ordering relationship between the above rules is fairly 
transparent, so a brief summary is all that will be required at this point. 

Stress shift must precede gemination and syncope of V 2, because both the latter 
rules are affected by stress movement. In the case of gemination, its interaction with 
stress shift varies, depending on the nature of the syllables preceding the stressed 
syllable. In a form such as ? aslkaso, in which two open syllables precede the stressed 
syllable both before and after stress shift occurs, the two rules are neutral with 
respect to feeding and bleeding. Stress shift must precede, however, because the 
reverse order would result in an incorrect form - *? assikaso? en. With roots having a 
syllable structure similar to ? aligt:'npolJ. stress shift and gemination have a bleeding 
relationship,, because the stress shift rufe results in there being a closed syllable in the 
prestress position. Finally, in roots of the form konta/4, stress shift feeds gemination. 
Stress shift feeds syncope ofVz. because the syncope rule operates only on unstressed 
vowels, and stress shift acts to destress the vowels in question. 

Nasal assimilation is ordered before initial consonant deletion, because the nasal 
assimilation rule derives the [-back] nasal needed to meet the structural description of the 
consonant deletion rule. 

Initial consonant deletion precedes syncope of V 1 and gemination., standing in a 
feeding relatonship to both these rules. In a form such as mannalek, derived from under
lying ma9talek, it creates the open syllable needed for the operation of the gemination 
rule. Siniilarly, for a form such as maryde17 (underlying ma'lkedery), it deletes the initial 
consonant k , thus reducing a consonant cluster which would otherwise block syncope. 

Syncope of V 1 precedes syncope of V 2 and gemination, standing in a bleeding 
relationship to both these rules. If V 1 were to follow gemination, for example, gemina
tion would incorrectly apply to underlying madepdp 'to be caught' to give the surface 
output *maddepap rather than the correct form madpdp. Similarly, if it were ordered 
following syncope of V 2 the second rather than the first e of underlying kakedeT]an 
would syncopate to yield the incorrect form *kakedr;tfn in place of the correct kaKde-
1J!rn. Syncope of V 1 must also be ordered preceding glottal metathesis, because it fe~ 
it, creating the ? C cluster upon which the metathesis rule operates. 

Syncope of V 2, like that of V 1, bleeds gemination, blocking incorrect outpuu 
such as *talleken (correct form talken) from underlying taleken. 

4. RULE MODIFICATIONS Rl::OU IRED BY REDUPLICATED FORMS 

We are now ready to consider the effect of redupl~cated forms on the above phono
logical rules. There are three types of reduplication in Kankanaey, e1V1, e1V1 e2, 
and el V 1 e2 (e3)V 2, but these three basic types fulfill a bewildering array of semantic 

and syntactic functions , depending on the nature of the reduplicated form. For examp]e, 
CV reduplication pluralizes nouns and kin terms, adjectivalizes numerals, adjectivalizes 
verb roots prefixed with ka-, forms the superlative with adjectives affixed with ka
.. . -an, and with verbs affixed with the basic focus affixes , indicates continuity in a state 
or activity already begun, sometimes implying repetition, plurality of subject, perma
nence' or irrevocability . eve reduplication has a similar number of functions. This, 
coupled with the fact that many verb roots are semantically incompatible with one or 
more types of reduplication, creating a distressing number of incomplete paradigms, 
makes it imperative that we limit the present discussion in some way so as not to get 
bogged down with irrelevant details. 
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Accordingly, we will limit our consideration to CV and CVC reduplication of 
inflectionally affixed verbs. 7 Two types of eve redupJication will be distinguished, one 
which indicates progressive action or action in progress, and one whiclt indicates inten
sive, comparative, potential, repeated, or customary action, depending on the semantic 
components inherent in the root. These two types of CVC reduplication will henceforth 
be designated eve (1) and CVC(2), respectively. A few forms exhibiting a special type of 
CVC reduplication will also be considered in passing, because they support the nee·d for 
modification of the glottal metathesis rule and create ·the need for a cluster simplifica
tion rule. In these forms, eve reduplication is combined with the infixation of glottal 
stop after the second con$onant o( the root to dirninutivize a noun or to indicate that 
the action of a verb is done in pretense or play. As glottal infix never occurs without 
accompanying CVC reduplication, it would seem reasonable to consider them a dis
continuous morpheme of some sort. The paradigms given in Table 3 will serve as the 
basis for the remainder of our discussion. 

Root eve + -? • Gloss 

1. wa?6 wawwa?? 6 'only eight' 
2. leapt kapkap? i' 'few old coffee beans' 
3. kabayo rnankabkab? ayo 'pretend to ride · horseback' 
4. ? aklat ? ak? aklat 'tattered old jacket' 
5. kantma mankankantma 'to play at keeping store' 
6. kiyap kikki? ?a p 'toy chicks' 
7. bowaya bobbo?? aya 'toy crocodile' 

------------------------~ --------
Root eve (1) eve (2) CV Gloss 

8. ta? 6li rnantatta? 6li 'return' 
9. ba?on ? ibabba? on8 ? ibbaba? on 'take a lunch' 

10. ?iyan man? iy?iyan 'stay overnight' 
11. towili mantowtowili mantc>t? owili rnantottowili 'tum head' 
12. ?6was man? ow? 6was 'wash' 

------------------- - ---- - -------
13. ·sryek siysiyekan sis?iyfun sissiyekan 'laugh at' 
14. si'yek masmasi' yek masis? i'yek massisi'yek 'laugh, be amused' 
15. se?ed sedsed?en 'wait for' 
16. kedse makmakedse rnakedkedse 'be naughty' 
17. sad6t masrnasad6t masadsad6t 'be lazy, sad' 
18. ? ega's magmag? as ma? eg? egas 'fall' 
19. ? ectep madmad?ep ma? ed? edep 'be extinguished' 
20. din manmandan 'walk' 
21. segep semsemgep 'enter' 

Table 3. Paradigms of reduplicated forms9 

7Extending our consideration to other types of reduplication would have no significant effect 
on the conclusions . drawn in this analysis. 

8 Apparently reduplication copies only segmental features, not suprasegmental features such 
as stress. 

9 
Affixes appearing in the paradigms are: man· (:# 3, S, ·8, 10-12, 20), ? i- (9), -em- (21), ma

(14, 16-19), -an (13), and -en (15). 
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4.1. GLOTTAL METATHESIS OR ASSIMILATION 

Looking first at fonns 1, 8, and 9, it becomes apparent that the glottal meta
thesis ru.le will have to be modified to account for cases where the glottal assimilates to 
rather than metathesizes with the following consonant. Comparing these fonns with the 
examples given for the syncope rules, it appears that the factor conditioning assimilation 
m the presence of a root-medial glottal. We may now replace the metathesis rule (2.9 .) 
with the following two rules, which are unordered with respect to each other. 

a) Glottal metathesis 

[+~w] r.~1 V [.~ow] 
1 2 

~ 2 1 

Glottal metathesizes with the following 
vowel is nonglottal. 

consonant if the consonant : following the next 

b) Glottal assimilation 

[ c J [ ex ] I - [ ex l V [ c ] 
+ low -~ • low - low + low 

Glottal assimilates to the following consonant if the consonant following the next vowel 
is glottal. 

4.2. SEMIVOW~!- ~l;PLACEMENT 

M>okin.g ne~t 1t fonns 6-7 and 10-12, it appears that a rule wilJ be needed which 
Rplae.es syllable-final semivowels with glottal in certain CVC reduplication patterns. No 
sv@ rule was required for unreduplicated fonns, because sequences of ow and iy never 
occur preceding syllable boundaries in unreduplicated fonns. The rule may be. stated as 
follows: 

[

·cons] 
• syl 
abk 

[
+cons] 

-+- +low I [ c1 ] [+syl] 
-low abk __ $ 

Condition: c1 is a stem-initial consonant not belonging to the progressive redu· 
plication morpheme. 

A semivowel is replaced by glottal when it occurs syllable-final following its corres
ponding vowel and when the initial consonant of the syllable does not belong to the 
progressive reduplication morpheme. Semivowel replacement is ordered before glottal 
metathesis or assimilation (4.1.), because it stands in a feeding relationship to it, creating 
the ? C cluster upon which the latter rule operates. This relationship is illustrated by the 
derivation of form 6. 

kiykiy? ap 
ki? ki?? ap 
kikki?? ap 

eve + .? - + kiyap 
semivowel replacement 
glottal assimilation 

The rule must specify that semivowel replacement does not apply in syllables with initial 
glottal because of fonns like the following: ? iy? iydgtan (? iyOgtan +eve (2)) 'younger 
sibling'. 
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4 .3 . CONSONANT CLUSTER SIMPLIFICATION 

c~~tc_c 
A consonant JS deleted when it occurs between consonants. This rule is needed to account 
for the absence of the infixed Jdottal followin2 the second consonant of the root in forms 
4 and 5. Clearly, the underlying glottal is deleted in such environments, because its 
presence would violate the syllable structure rules of Kankanaey. 

With the modifications and additions described above, the phonological rules will 
now account for all unreduplicated forms and reduplicated fonns 1-12. Notice that CV 
reduplication has no effect on the phonology other than feeding the gernination rule. 

5. THE CASE FOR POSTPHONOLOGICAL REDUPLICATION 

5.1 . APPARENT EXCEPTIONS TO PREPHONOLOGICAL REDUPLICATION 

The reduplicated forms that we have considered thus far can all be accounted for 
under the standard theory that morphological processes such as reduplication precede 
all phonological rules. But forms 15, 18, and 19 appear to be exceptions to this ordering 
analysis. Note that they are also irregular in that the CVC(l) reduplication copies the 
first three segments of the affixed root, whereas in the previously considered fom\S, 
it ignores the affix and copies the first three segments of the root alone. 

Before we accept the possibility that reduplication may occur after the phonologi
cal rules have applied, let us preserve the traditional prephonological order and see if it is 
possible to derive form IS using the phonological rules that successfully account for the 
rest of the language. Given the underlying fonn se?se?Men, stress shift applies to yield 
se?se?eden. Syncope of V 2 now applies to the fmal unstressed vowel of the root to give 
se?se?dln. We are now faced with a dilemma, because glottal assimilation would apply 
to the first glottal-consonant sequence and glottal metathesis to the second. If we allow 
the two rules to apply simultaneously, we obtain an incorrect output, •sessed?bi. Order
ing assimilation before metathesis would produce the same result. If we order metathesis 
before assimilation, the assimilation rule wilJ be bled, and the final output will be •se?sed
? eri. One other possibility remains, and that is to allow metathesis to apply right to left 
iteratively. But the output is still incorrect, *ses?ed?ln. Even if one of these solutions did 
delive the correct form, sedsed? en, it would still present a problem, because we would 
then be faced with a rule modification that would be required only for the reduplicated 
forms - sedsed? en, magmag? ds and madmad? ep - but not their unreduplicated 
counterparts, sed?en, mag? as, and mad?ep. 

If, on the other hand we accept the analysis that CVC (1) reduplication follows all 
other phonological rules for fonns such as 15, 18, and 19, no ad hoc rule adjustments will 
be necessary,. and the derivation is quite straightforward. Starting from the underlying 
form se? Iden, stress shift would yield se?edln, syncope would then apply to give se?dln, 
metathesis would yield sed?ln, and finally, reduplication would apply to give the correct 
.:»1tf.: .:e output sedsed?ln. 

5.2. IRREGULAR REDUPLICATION IN OTHER LANGUAGES 

Before considering further the implications of the above rule ordering solution to · 
the class of CVC(l)reduplicated forms as a whole, let us consider a few cases in other 
langgages where reduplicated forms behave irregularly with respect to phonological rules, 
and then examine some of the devices that have been proposed to account for these irre
g1Jladties. 
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Wilbur (1973) distinguishes two categories of irregular fonns. One group consists of 
those fonns in whlch either the original ele:nent (R

0
) or the reduplicated element (~) 

fills to undergo a phonological rule when it apparently meets the structural description of 
the rule. The other group consists of those fonns in which either R

0 
or ~ undergc;;s a 

rule for which it apparently does not meet the structural description. 
Both Wilbur (1973) and Aronoff (1976) cite data from Madurese as an exampk of 

the first type of irregularity. In Madurese, a general rule of nasal assimilation fails to ap
ply to reduplicated fonns. 

Root Redup. form Expected redup. form Gloss 
kun kunkun *kungkun 'orders' 
bang bangbang *barn bang 'wings' 

If we analyze reduplication as preceding the assimilation rule, such reduplicated forms 
wiJJ have to be marked as exceptions to the rule, even though they seem to meet the 
structural description. 

Another assimilation rule in Tagalog is taken as an example of the second type of 
irregularity, in which the phonological rule applies to R

0 
even though it does not meet 

the structural description of the rule. The Tagalog rule is similar to the rule in Kank:maey 
in which a velar nasal of a prefix assimilates to the point of articulation of the initial con
sonant of the stem, the stem consonant then deleting. In the examples below, the under
lying representation of the prefix is mang-. 

Root Redup. fonn Expected redup. fonn Gloss 

big{y mamimigly *mamibig{y 'give' 
sumµf manunumpi *manusumpt 'curse' 
truha mangung6ha *manguUha 'take' 

Once again if we analyze reduplication as preceding the assimilation rule, we will haYe to 
mark the above fonns as exceptions, because the nasal assimilation rule appears to act cu 
the initial root consonant of both R

0 
and~· even though R

0 
fails to meet the structural 

description of the rule . 

5.3. PROPOSED SOLUTIOl'JS TO IRREGULAR REDUPLICATION 

Wilbur discusses three possible devices for handling the types of inegulaJity des
cribed above: rule ordering , boundaries, and exception featur")s. She then rejects ~hese 
devices in favor of a fourth notion, which s.lie designates as the Identity Constraint . ! wil1 
briefly describe the above four devices as they apply to Madurnse and Tagalog <m<l then 
demonstrate that the only device capable of handling the Kankanaey data is that of rule 
ordering. 

5.3.1. RULE ORDERING SOLUTION 

For both the Madurese and Tagalog examples, the simplest solution for dealing 
with the irregular behavior of reduplicated forms is that of rule ordering. In the case of 
Madurese, if the nasal assimilation rule precedes reduplication, it will be unable to apply 
to the unreduplicated forms kun and bang, because they do not meet the structural des
cription of the rule. Reduplication will then apply to give the correct forms kunkun and 
bangbang. Rule ordering also provides a straightforward solution to the over-application 
of the assimilation rule in Tagalog. Given the underlying fonn mangbigfiy, the assimUation 
rule will apply to give mamigdy and reduplication will then take place to give the conect 
output mamimigdy. 
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15.3.2. BOUNDARY SOLUTION 
The boundary solution postulates a unique type of bounduy which would be la· 

aerted between the reduplicated element and the root at the time of reduplication and 
then eliminated before the final output. Phonological rules would be unable to· apply 
across the boundary, but because the boundary would be present only in redUp&ated 
forms, it would not affect the operation -of phonological rules in the regular f orma of the 
language. Applying the boundary solution to Madurese, the reduplicative bounclmy ~ 
would be inserted prior to the operation of the assimilation rule to give ~ and 
bang'fJJang. The assimilation rule would then be unable to apply becauae of the pre1e11ce 
of the boundary, the boundary would be elimmated, apparently as the result of some 
convention, and the surface output would thus be kunkun and bangbang. 

The boundary solution becomes a little more complicated in cues of owrappHca
tion of a phonological rule, such as the Tagalog assimilation and reduction rule. In such 
cases, the special boundary must .be specifically mentioned in the rule in order for the 
rule to apply. Given the underlying fonn mangbibigly, 1he special boundary ii fint intert· 
ed to give mang'fJJio/obigly. A nasal copying rule would then have to be fonnulated which 
would copy the ng of the prefix to a position preceding the special boundary marker 
before the initial stem consonant. The nasal assimilation rule would then apply across the 
special boundary to produce the correct fonn mamimigly. 

6.3.3. EXCEPTION FEATURES SOLUTION 

The third notation examined by Wilbur is that of exception features. She concludea 
that the best way to use this notation with reduplicated fonns is to assign them by means 
of a readjustment rule rather than by marking the lexical representation of the redupB· 
cated fonn with a diacritic feature. For the Madurese examples, a readjustment rule such 
as the following would be fonnulated: Reduplicated forms are marked [-.nual a•mila
tion rule]. This would block reduplicated froms from undergoing the rule while allowing 
other forms to correctly undergo the rule.' 

The Tagalog examples would be handled by means of a positi~e exception feature. 
This feature would be assigned by a readjustment rule to the first consonant of the stem, 
which would at the same time be marked +redup. A simplified fonn of the readjustment 
rule might be as follows: 

+segment -+ +nasal' assimilation rule / # _ +redup. 

The result of this rule for the underlying fonn mangbibigfry .would be to make the b of 
the root subject to the nasal assimilation rule, even though it is not in the correct environ
ment for undergoing the rule. Both · I\ and R

0 
would then undergo the rule, I\ became 

it met the structural description or the rule, and R
0 

because of being marlc.ed +nasal assi
milation rule and the correct surface fonn mamimigrly would result. 

6.3 4 . IDENTITY CONSTRAINT SOLUTION 

Wilbur then dismisses the above three notatio~ as inadequate, because in her opi• 
nion they fail to take into account an important generalization which must lie behind the 
irregular behavior of reduplicated fonns in general. This generalization is defined in terms 
of the Identity Constraint: 'There is a tendency to preserve the identity of R and I\ in 
reduplicated forms' (1973:58). 

0 
. 

Basically, this tendency is realized by allowing global conditions to be incorporated 
into phonological rules. The phonological rules would then be allowed to look back to 
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the morphological level to detennine whether two segments were in the identical copy 
relationship of R0 and I\. If such were the case, the rules would then apply or fail to 
ipply to the two segments in question with a view to maintaining their identity to the 
greatest possible extent. In the case of a rule which failed to apply, a global condition_ 
such u the following would be formulated on the rule: 

X (and X') -+- Y if X (and X') / A--B 
where :X stands for R

0 
and X' stands for I\· Basically, this condition states that a phoo~ 

logical rule must be able to detennine whether R
0 

and I\ were both in the prolJ"r enYi
ronment for the rule to apply in their underlying re}>resentation. If not, then neither form 
will be allowed to undergo the rule. In the Madweae example, the assimilation rule would 
look back to the underlying representation kunkun and take note of two facts: fint, that 
the two segments were in a copy relationship to each other; and second, that the I\, wa 
not in the right environment to undergo the rule. The iule would then desist from apply
llig to either segment in order to preserve their identity u copied segments on the surface. 

Overapplicatiofi of a rule would call for a global condition such as the following: 

X (an<! X' ) --+ Y if AXB 
In othet words, if I\ or R is in the proper environment for undergoing a certain phoo~ 
logical rule, the segment w~ch is in a copy relationship to it will also undergo the rule. 
To take the Tagalog example, the assimilation and reduction rule would look back to the 
underlying representation mangbibigfzy and note that the two segments bi were in a copy 
relationship to each other and that the reduplicated segment was in the cottect environ
ment for undergoing the rule. The ruie would then apply itself to both segments in order 
to maintain the original copy relationship on the surface, even though the actual shape of 
the segments would be different from the underlying one. 

It can thus be seen that the Identity Constraint is a useful principle, at leut for 
some languages, for handling the irregular behavior of reduplicated fonns with respect to 
the application of phonological rules. Whereas the other three devicei were unable to 
identify the motivation behind the irregularities, the Identity Constraint is able to charac
terize all such irregularities as arising from the deliberate tendency of languages to pre· 
serve the identity of R

0 
and I\ in reduplicated fonns. . 

Unfortunately, however, this Identity Conitrahlt falls far short of being the 'univer
sal statement on the behavior of languages containing reduplication rules' that Wilbur 
claims it to be (1973:58). She herself admits that sortle languages isnore tbeconatraint 
entirely_, that in some languages it affects only certain phonological rules, that identical 
rules may be affected in one language and not in another, that in a given language it may 
affect a rule only as it applies to sterns of a certain shape, and that there is no way to pre
dict whether a rule that is subject to the identity constraint will in fact be succeaaful in 
preserving the identity of R

0 
and I\· In light of all the above exceptions and limitations 

to the constraint, it is difficult to conceive of it as a truly universal statement on the 
behavior of languages. 

5.4. THE FOUR SOLUTIONS AS APPLIED TO KANKANAE'V 

Let us return now to the Kankanaey data and attempt to gauge the relative effect
iveness of the four devices discussed above in accounting for the CVC(l) reduplicated 
forms in #15, 18, and 19. Any one of the three forms could be selected aa tlte basis for 
the comparison, as all three behave identically with regard to the application or non-appli
cation of phonological rules, so we will choose # 18, magmag?4s, which would have the 
underlying form ma?ma?eg4s. 
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Considering first the boundary solution, we will insert the special reduplicathe 
boundary as follows : ma? o/dnil?OJ£gds. It is not clear whether this is a. case of failure of a 
rule to apply or of overapplication of a rule, so we will consider both possibilities. In the 
fonner case, the boundary marker should act to prevent a phonological rule or rules from 
applying across it. Considering the rules that would be relevant to the derivation, syncope 
of. V 1 would not be blocked by a boundary marker and would apply to R

0 
to give 

ma? %ma? o/igas. Neither glottal metathesis nor glottal assimilation would apply because 
of the presence of the boundary markers, so the surface output would be the incorrect 
*ma?ma?gas. Apparently, then, the correct fonn, magmag?as, is not the result of rule 
failure. 

If, according to the boundary solution, the correct derivation is a case of overappli
cation of a rule, the rule must be specified as applying wherever the special boundary 
occurs. Starting again with the fonn ma? %ma? ~g4s, syncope would apply to give ma? -
%ma?· %gtls. Both assimilation and metathesis could now apply, and if we allowed them to 
apply simultaneously, the output would be *mammag?4s. Trying to reorder the metathe
sis and assimilation rules or modifying them to apply iteratively would also derive incor
rect fonns as we have already seen in the case of#.15 (section 5 .1 .). 

The only way the boundary solution could be made to account for magmag?4s 
would be to introduce an ad hoc copying rule, as in the Tagalog example (5.3.2.), which 
would copy the consonant following the second boundary marker to a position after the 
first boundary marker. 

ma? %ma? %egis 
ma? %gma? %egis 
ma? %gma? %g~s 
ma? %grnag%? is 
ma%grnag%? as 
rnagrnag? is 

underlying form 
copy rule 
syncope of V 1 
metathesis 
cluster simplification 
% deletion 

Such 'a copying rule however would not account for suffixed fonns such as #15, 
se?o/oSe?ld°loen because the consonant copied would need to be the one proceding 
rather than following the second boundary marker; in form # 9, it would incorrectly 
derive *? ibbabbd? on; and in forms such as 3, 11, or 16, its only function would be to 
create three-consonant clusters (man!s_kabkab?aya, manttowtowili, and makflmakedsl, 
respectively) which would then have to be reduced by the cluster simplification rule 
(4.3.). Clearly the boundary solution is not an effective one for Kankanaey. 

It should be clear by now that both the exception features solution and the Identi
ty Constraint solution wi11 meet the same fate as the boundary solution when faced by 
the type of irregularity posed by Kankanaey, the reason being that all these solutions are 
based on the premise that there are only two types of irregularities, one in which either 
R

0 
or ~ fails to undergo a phonological rule even though it meets the structural descript

ion and one in which either R
0 

or R.. undergoes a phonological rule even though it does 
not meet the structural description. The Kankanaey example falls under neither of these 
categories. And there is clearly no reason for a rule to overapply or underapply to preserve 
the identity of R

0 
and ~,as the identity is never threatened in the first plate. 

Moreover, the above three solutions all suffer from the defects of constituting an 
entirely unnecessary enrichment of phonological theory and requiring decidedly ad hoc 
rule adjustments. 

The only solution which is able to account satisfactorily for the data is the ordering 
solution, and we have already shown that it is able to do so wit.hout ad hoc reorderinS' or 
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modifications of individual phonological rules. Furthennore, it can accooot for the-data 
without appealing to global conditions. Wilbur objects to the ordering soJution oa the 
grounds that the ordering of phonological rules before reduplication claims that redupli
cation can interact with , phonological rules just as any other phonological rule and that it 
can be fed and bled by phonological rules. No such claim, however, is made in the analy
sis of Kankanaey reduplication. Rather, exceptional fonns such as 15, 18, and 19 lend 
support to Aronoff s assertion tnat reduplication ru.1es are not phonological rules in the 
common sense because they can intervene in the phonol()gf only at certain specific 
points, postphonologically in this case. There is no sense in which they can be fed or bled 
by the preceding phonological rules, because they blindly reduplicate the first eve of 
whatever output the phonological rules send their way. It niakes no difference whether 
the preceding phonological rules have applied or not. This should be clear from comp• 
ring fonns 16-17 with 18-19. In both cases, reduplication (eve(l)) copies the affix along 
with the root. And in spite of the fact that no phonological rules apply to the first pair of 
forms while both syncope and glottal metathesis apply to the second pair, reduplication 
remains neutral to feeding or bleeding by either of these rules. So it seems that for Kanka· 
naey at least, Wilbur's objection to phonological rules preceding reduplication is invalid. 

We might legitimately question, however, what groWlds there are for aauming that 
forms 16-17 represent post-phonological reduplication, when no phonoJoslcal n1JellJJ(lb'. 
Reduplication could just as easily apply prephonologically and 1lcriYe the comet ........ 
So also for fonns 13, 14, and 20. Form 21, semaentglp, falls w.to a siuiiJai c:ateamJ~ 
although the vowel harmony rule has optionally applied to it. Reduplication co\llc1 bt 
analyzed as either preceding or following the harmony rule. If it precedes; all we b&1.9 to 
do is to make a slight adjustment to the harmony rule to allow it fo apply right to · lefl 
iteratively. 

What means, then, do we have to disambiguate the ordering relationship between 
reduplication and phonological rules in the eve(l) reduplicated forms of 10-14, 16-17, 
and 20-21? If we can find some forms in which reduplication cleady precedes the phon~ 
logy and other forms in which it clearly follows, and then identify some feature whiCh ia 
unique to each category, we would then be able to examine the ambiguous forms to see 
whether they possess one or the other of these unique features. If they do, we would dren 
be able to place them confidendy in one category or the other. 

Examining the list of CVC(l) reduplicated fonns, we see that two fonns, 8 and 9, 
clearly belong to the category in which reduplication precedes the phonological rules, 
because in both these cases the glottal assimilayon rule1s fed by reduplication. There are 
two other fonns, 18 and 19, which clearly follow the phonological rules. Comparing theie 
two categories, we -see that in 8 and 9, reduplication seems to be s'ensitive to morpheme 
boundaries, copying the first eve of the root only. In 18 and 19, on the other hand, 
reduplication apparently ignores the presence of the morpheme bow1dary, copying the 
first eve of the whole word. 

We can now establish the criteria for disamb~ting the remainiitg forms.Reduplica. 
tion which is sensitive to morpheme boWldarles (copying the.root only) will be claailied 
as prephonologi.cal reduplication. Reduplication which ignores morpheme booodades 
(copying affix along with root) will be classified as postphonological. Applying these cJi. 
teria to 

0

the ambiguous forms disambiguates all but one of them. Fonns 10-12 faJI into the 
prephonological category, and forms 14, 16-17, and 20-21 fall into the postphonmogical 
category. That leaves us only with #13, siysiy~kan. ( #15 was disambiguated on tbeinc» 
pendent grounds that the syncope and metathesis rules precede the operation. of the 
reduplication rule.) With this form, there are no identifiabJe features which would lead us 
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to classify it in one or the other categories, but the obvious parallel between the fonns of 
13 and 14 allow us to place it in the postphonologicaJ category. 

We are now in a position to relate the prephonologicaJ and postphonological types 
of reduplication in Kankanaey to the evidence provided by Siegel (1974) that morpholo
~cal operations apply both prephonologically and at word-level. Siegel divides English af. 
fixes into two classes: Class I, which is prephonological and is associated with the mor
pheme boun~, and Class 11, which is word-level and associated with the word bound
ary. The word boundary (#) is further characterized as post-cyclic, and a double word 
boundary (ff) as postphonologicaJ. 

Given that Kankanaey has no cyclic rules, our anaJysis of the two types of redupli
cation is exactly parallel with Siegel's anaJysis of English affixes. PrephonologicaJ redupli• 
cation is sensitive to morpheme boundaries and thus corresponds with the English affixes 
of Class I. Postphonological reduplication ignores morpheme boundaries and may thus be 
classified as a word-level operation, again corresponding exactly with English affixes of 
Oass II, which are word-level and post-cyclic. 

6. SUMMARY 
I have attemptea to demonstrate in this paper that Kankanaey has two distinct 

types of CVC reduplication, one which is sensitive to morpheme boundaries and occuR 
prephonologically, and one which ignores morpheme boundaries and occuR postphonologi
cal1y. Before arriving at the above ordering solution to the irregularities created by redup
Jicated fonns, I first examined three aJternative solutions - boundaries, exception features, 
and the Identity Constraint - and showed how each of them was inadequate to account 
for the Kankanaey data. I concluded that the ordering solution was the best one av&il
lble on two pounds: first, on the internal grounds that it required no ad hoc adjust
ments or reordering of the phonological rules needed to account for ordinary forms in 
the language and that it allowed all fonns to be derived in a straightforward, transparent 
manner; and second, on the independent, crosslinguistic grounds that the ordering of the 
two types of reduplication with respect to the phonology had an exact parallel in Siegel's 
analysis of the ordering of two types of English affixes. 
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APPENDIX I 

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF KANKANAEY PHONEMES 

Except for the feature 'central', the distinctive features below are those proposed 
by Chomsky and Halle (1968). 'Central' is used here, because it simplifies the statement 
of the syncope rules and seems to capture the contrasting behavior of central and non
central vowels better than a feature such as 'front'. 

syllabic (syl) 
sonorant (son) 
coronal ( cor) 
back (bk) 
low 
voiced 
nasal (nas) 
lateral 
strident 
central (cent) 

b d g pt k? mn ~ s l w y i ea o 

-+--+
+ - - + 

+ + + 

- - - - - + + ~ + 
- + + + - + + + + + + + 

- + -
- - + +----+ 

+ ----+ -

+ + + 

+ 
+ 

- + + -
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